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He needed someone to believe in him.

She needed something to believe in.

He had a dream to make a film.

She did the books at a strip club.

With her jealous boss forbidding her to take the side job...

That offered no pay,

And his family warning him against her,

It wasn't going to be easy.

But nothing good ever is.
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Oh so STEAMY with Christmas romance, too. Enjoy!

BONUS CONTENT: 

Two more Cocker novels are included because they tie in so well with his story. 

ABOUT THE SERIES:

Cocker Brothers, The Cocky Series begins with six notorious brothers from Atlanta, Georgia, and the strong and

snarky women who bring them to their knee. Then, Books 8 and up are the next generation of Cockers. 

Cocky Director: Max Cocker, is Jason's son, but was written to be easily enjoyed first. 

The entire series is made up of stand-alones about the family members, and some exciting side characters my

readers wanted more of. Enjoy!

SOME EARLY REVIEWS OF COCKY DIRECTOR:

"Her intertwining storylines are skillfully mastered creating a realistic world that draws you in. After the first six

books I wanted to join the Cocker Family. Now after 15, I feel like I am a member of the family." - B.A.B. Review

"I love this standalone series; all the stories are uplifting. Visualizing the scenes and enjoying the family love, fun and

protectiveness are fabulous." - Midnight Ink Review

"Every Cocker book is like falling in love with the Family all over again. I recommend the entire series, a five star

series." - Terry Amazon Review

"Have you ever read a series where you feel like you know the families in the books? If not, this series could become

your first. Each book has a unique story that reflects the personality of the main character while weaving in

previously loved characters that make up the Cocker family (a family you secretly wish you could be part of)." - Easy

Reader Review
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